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ABSTRACT '

This document reports on a series Of studies carried
but concerting nonverbal' behavior in peer tutoring interactions. The -

'first study examined the encoding (enactment) of nonverbal behavior
in .a tutoring situation. Results clearly indicated that the tutor's
nonverbal behavior was affected by the performance of the tutee. The
question of whether or not nonverbal "leakage" (failure to hide.:
undesired displays of negative affect) occurs was raised'in this
study and tested in another. Findings from the second stfidy indicated
that tutors encode differentially according to whether or not they
are being truthful, and moreover, that other untrained students were

. capable of decoding such behavior. Becausethe difference in the
.tutors nonverbal beh vior in the above situation could have been
caused by the lying i self, or by his/her negative feelings regarding
the failing tutee, a hird study was perf2rmed to determine
ausality. Results froi this study indicated that both

[

factors--deception and a dislike for the tutee--cause negdtive verbal
behavior in the tutor. k fourth study was carried out to determine
the tutor's ability'to.understand the meaning of the nonverbalA
behavidt of a tutee in regard to his/her degree of comprehension.
Results revealed that (a) children encode nonverbally the degree cf .

comprehension of material being pre\sented-to them, and-(b) their
nonverbal behavior'can be decoded by other children. These studies
indicate that nonverbal behavior is in fact, an important faCtor in
the tutoring situation and must be considered when examining tutoring
interactions. (PB)
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Nonverbal Behavior in Tutoring Interactions

Robert S. Feldman

Virginia Commonwealth University

ti

It is customary to begin reports of research related to peer tutoring

with the-statementthe statement that although there is much interest in tutoring and

,
tutoring propArs, there

5
is little-in the way of controlled, empirical re-

-search to guide in the understanding of the tutoring process. I feat
N
that

..4.
.

s
in this paper I must rais'aIhe same soporific, and go a Step beyond re-

.
garding the study of nonverbal behavior in tutoring situations. For not

only is little known about variables, related to the nonverbal behavior o f

both the tutor and tutee, Inst I cannot, even point to much, interest that

has beedevinted about the topic. In this paper, I hope to show that nonverbal

behavior may be a Itical factor not only,in tutor 3 situations but in

many otheZeducational settings as well. In doing so, I will rely heavily

on a number of studies that I have carried out in conjunction with Vernon

t.

I

L. Allen of the University of Wisconsin - Madison, and I want to acknowledge
qv

.

from the start his dontributign to the line of research to be reported here.

The first clues that -one finds suggesting that nonverbal" behavior may

be a crucial factor in tutoring situations comes from the social psycho-
.

logical literature on persan perception and'on the, display of emotions.

This research has a long and honorable trhdition beginning with Darwin

(Tagiuri, 1969),and among other things it clearly shawg that individuals

.tend to draw inferences about and act upon the behavior and appearance

of others. It has been shown q4tetconsistently that individuals are

capable of fairly accurately inferring emotional states iromLnonve0al



0

behavior,.44hether. while viewing
stillhotographs (Zaidel & Meh'abian,

41/

I %9), video recordings of ontoing behavior (Lanzetta & Kleck, 1970),

. .

or even by listening to vocal intonation (bimitrovsky,' 1964)4 Findings

such as theie*show two things very clearly: Firt, there is a lawfulness

it.

,

in the display (or encoding) of nonverbal behavior, such that particula

el..ocional states are related to particular nonverbal behaviors. Second;
.

individuals attempt°to decode and act upon ihe meaning o4 nonverbal,:be-

haviors."

. It must be noted from the start, then, that to understand nonverbal

behavior in the tutoring setting,z one \should approach/the topic

from an interactional point of view in which both halves of the dyad-are

(r*

studied: It. is not sufficent to show that utors or tutees encode non-.

'f verbally in a particular manner. 'If nonverbal behaavior is 'tcy,have any

impact on the tutoring situation, then the occurrence and effects of d$1.--

coding dust be demonstrated also. Most frequently, this research process

can not be accomplished in a. single study,
but rather must occur through'

a -series.of investigatiOns.

, Nonverbal Encoding

With this background in mind. I would like first to report a study

which looked at the encoding (enactment) of nonverbal behavior in a
I.

tutoring situation (Feldman &*Allen, 1975). In this experiment, we

loSed'at the nonverbal behavior of sixth- grader who was tutoring a

third -grade sutee. We were most i terested in the way in which-thetutor's'

nonverbal behavior varied as a function of the performance of ,the tutee.

provide experimental
control, the third - 'grade tutee, was a confederate

REST COP, MAUMEE
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whiperformed very well.in one condition or very,po orly in another. A

p

Hidden Camera secretly recorded
thinonverbal behatiior of the tutor while

he was administering a lesson to the.seemingly successful or unsuccesqul

tutee.
k

Two trained'coders objectively analyzed the nonverbal behavior of

0 .

the tutor. The coders used 22tgategories of.behavibr, each of which 'ft.

was eAtessed as a proportion of the total behaviors emitted by the tutor.,

t
4. .

(This procedure controlled:for diff.rences
between subjects in total length..

ol her lesson, since the lessongenerally
tookilonger under conditionf o!

g

tutee failure than tutee success.)
-Resnitg---tOr each category of behavior

were analyzed in a 2 x 2 analysiS of variance, with tutee performance

.

(success or fa1lure) and sex of tutor as factors.

.There were no sex differences on any category, but there were.A ntuaber

.

of differences in the nonverbal behavior of the tutor according to the

success of the tutee. When the. tutee did poorly, tutors purged their.

lips moire, shook their heads.. more, leanpd
forward more Often, and readied

toward the tutee more frequently. Tutors also fidgeted-more when their

0

tutee performed%poorly. On the other hang, when the tutee was doing well,',

ti

tutors tended to sit upright more often (as opposed co:slouchiAg-or leaning'

forward or back) and nodded heir heads more frequently. Results on a

Cmeasure of eye,gaze
also*shoWed that tutees were looked at'a greater pro-

portion of time under conditions
of failure than when they were successful.

it appeared' quite clearly from these, data that the nonverbal behavior

of the tutor was affected by the performance of the tutee. Some Of the

specific. findings bear note., Traditionallyht
hasbeen'found in the

.4



literature on nonverbal behavibr that positive affect is related.to

J.

bihniviors such as. leaning forward ana.gruater eye contact (Mehrabian.,

972),. But our daft showed' the opposite trend: greater'forwardaeaning.

.
.

. ..4ir
.

and eye.contact under conditions of 'tutee faiiure. Since We knew from

4

results of a post-experimbntal
questionnaire that tutors liked-success-

.

-ful tutees more than unsuccessful onel,
the typical finding was rdrersea.-

?e explanation for these
results probably rests on the specific nature

of the tutoring task. When the tutee was doing g poorly, the tutb would

'

often lean forviard towards the tutee and attempt,to explain things,

1 -

panting out examples in the tutee's iaperials. Greater eye contact

under conditions of tutee failUre may'have been caused by the tutor using

the nonverbal liehaviar o the tutee to try to assess what was the source,

of the tutee's difficulty, resulting in greater°eye contact in the failure

P
%

-

conditions. I speculate 'on these points ,merely stress that there may

be unique properties of the,tutoring situation iwhich.do pot allow a direct

,

extrapolation. to tutoring of findings on nonver al behavior frbm other

J c
;

settings.
4.. .

r
.

Overall, the results of thiS first study showed that tutors displayed.
( .

differeptial nonverbal L.:havior according to
)
the perfOfmance of their

.

tutee On almost half the categories used
loi'coding behavior.' Yet. some

very obvious measures we took -- such As smiling and laughing --,failed

to Zifferentiate between subjects' condition.. Although there are t

a.

number of possible explanationgi'fOr this
pheno"menon.(such as simply a .

basic underlying lack of relationship, betwen what we measured and tutee

J

l
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pertormance), the m ost intriguing
possibility rests on the assumption

.

.

that there is a norm against-the overt display of negative affect, If

Z '

,) ,
e

this is the case; then the tutors would be attempting-to
.

hide nonverbal

4 .

,i,

displays of negative affect when the tutee was.failing.
Ekman and Friesen

...

i

(1969) have speculated
that when pn individual

attempts to suppress, his
.

veridical
feelings, the fatyct

.

tha* he is dissembling may
"leak" out non-

.

verbally. If this leakage
phaomenon does occur, then we might expect :

.

.

that the most obvious signs of nonverbal .affece, which the individual
.

..

would attempt to control, would, not reveal the affect.
Instead, only 'pore

subtle nonverbal cues, which the individual does not try-to censor, wcAlld

show the effects of dissembling. The greatet occurrence of fidgeting

r

.

. .

under conditiOns,
of tutee failUte ptovides

suggestive evidence for SUch

ca hypothesis.
Still, this is mere speculation. .

i

It was decided to test the possibility ot nbt*erba "leakage" quite
.

directly in another study. Devin-Sheehan,
Feldman and Allen (1975) set,

up'a
,
one-session

tttoring'experiment in
which a third giader tutored a

.-

second- grader in a lesson On trapezoid identifitation.
Again, the tutee

was a
confederate of ours, and, depending upon condition, either per-

.

.

formed very well or very poorly on a 20-item test. We were
10

particulan,ly

1
interested in the tutor's nonverbal behavior

when.,he was not being truth-

ful to the tutee about the tuteeperformahce:
Em order to s up the

proper conditions, we told the tutor that part of the/teaching method ,

required that each time the tutee -answered atest
item, he he inVAriably,

6raised and told that he hid answered the item corredtly; This pZocedure

meant that tutors were, being truCtful'under
conditions ok tutee success,`

but were dil,sembling under
conditions ok tutee failure.

,

.

.

.

I ..1
.

.
.

.
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1 The sul;jedrt6 were secretly
video-taped'while they we're ,giving their

tutee either veridi61 or nonveridical 'feedback. Trained 'Oders

. .

a i.ilyzeti ther nOilyerbal behavior.into Narious categories, ,and a few

$

4
were-significant difference's ere found. There was greater smiling under

conditions of truthfulness, ,while thdre was more crossing of legs under

ondlUons of dissembling. Curiously, there were' more indications of

displeasure in the 'mouth when the tutor was being truthful thit when

I

'Although there was little in the waof a systematic pattern obtained
$

from the objective 'coding, more meaningful
results were found by showing

32 20-secund silent samples of the tutors' noiverbal behavior to groups

of naive, untrained third - graders. The observers rated each sampl on

(-

a Likert-type scale which asked how happy the tutor appeared Eo be with

his tutee. ReVults were clear: the observers rated the tutors as'being

significantly more pleased with the tutee when the tutor was being truth-

ful than when the tutor wis lying. Thus, results indicate not on?,5t. that

tutors ndnverbally encode diferentially according. to wheiher they are

being truthful or not, but that untrained third-graders are capable of

decoding such behavior.

These-findings suggest that children's decoding abIlities'musf be ii
. , .

. (

viewed with respect, and that such abilities should doc be overlooked ..;.

-
.

.

. .

.

/

when designing tutoring programs. For instance, there` are a number of

.
. .

o

,..

tutorial "systems" which prescribe that the tutor should ?nly give ppsitive,

.
.

reinforcement i

to his tutee,4tegardfess of performance. Suchnlotions'
J

ignore-the possibiliv -- made quite real by our data --that the tutor/

will reveal to the tutee his actual feelings regarding e tutee's per-

formance. S ,r)
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The preced:ng st Ay
providedinfo'rvatlon showing that' tutors who

are being deceptive to their tutees tend to reveal this deception npa-

.

verbally. But t e precise explanatiou for thq findings was not.entireey

,

. clear. to ue. The difference' in tutors' nonverbal-behavior
Between con -

.

ditions of tutee success failure could have beeddue to at least two

factors. -Fir v, it. could have been caused by the lying. per se; that le,

lying, by elf, could have led to our results. But there is another '

possibility: that the tutors negative affective feelings regarding

,their failing tutee led to the differences in nonverbl behaviot,land had,

/

To determine more
precisely the locus of causality, X conducted g

little to do with the lying per se.

(
study using female college-age subjects (Feldman, 1974) . In this.experi-

meat, two factors were manipultited
'independen tly -- whether 'the tutor was

8

being truthful or,lying to Llit tutee, and whether the tutor liked or

disliked the tutee. The manipulation of
truthfulnesa was accomplished as,

.iirtWeearlier study. The tutee, aconfederate, was eitha successful

or unsuccessful, and the tutor was agaih instructed,to.always praise her

\ tutee. To'manipulate liking, a situatioe was d eviAhd in which, the subject sup-4

Zi-

. \ -

poseday overheard the confederate saying ,either very positive ornegative
.

,

things about her.
(OtheireSedtch haeconsistenily shown that this pro-

.
-

edure results in r eciprocated liking or dislike.) Using an analysis

of variance design, the independent effects of the ulaVipuration of diy-,

sembling and lilting could be determtlie'd.

P 1

Theinonverbal behavior- of the tutors, 'who. Were seretly video-taped

during the'tutoring le sson, Was analyzed-using
objective' scoring hy

si.

V.

4
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,,

trained. cbders .And also by shoming samples Of subjects' behavior noS naive

t
8

-judges who rated how pleased a sample of the subjects appeared. The
,

.
clearest 'results .came -Prom the ratings Of the untrained observers'. Non- .

6
'

verbal behavior tended to reflect.whether a person was being truthful or

was lying :7 a replication of our previous results.. But it was also

cleai that,,ht least when the tutor was truthful, she revealed her"'

A

underlying liking or dislike, for the tutre. ,When lying, thete was no

.
difftrence in nonverbal behav or according to the affect held for the

tutee; such,behavior wasunif rmly gated as negative. It appears that when

. '

a tutor (I) dislikes his

liked or disliked tutee,

tdte or (2) it not being truthful to either,a

the nonverbal behavior of the tutor will appear

to; naive observers ab indicating displeasure.

The.preceding studies show that even untrained observers are able,

to distinguish when the tutor i8 unhappy About various aspects of tile
.

. .
,

,
tutoring gituation -- whether it be dislike for the tutee

.
or having to be

. ' .
.

. .

"
.

,

less than truthful in the administration of positive feedback. tut do the'`:.

abilities of-children to decode the meaning of nonverbal behavior extend
*

.
,

ibeyOnd the identification of of positive and negative
5

affect? To answer this question, we designed a study to examine the

-
,

abilities of potential tutors to ciedde the amount of comprehensfon.a

set of third-grade studentshad for a lesson to which they were listening
0

(Feldman & Allen,-1974). A tutor's ability to understand the meaning of

the nonverbal behavior of a tutee in regard to the deg e of comprehension

-cif the tutee weld seem to greatly facilitate the effectiveness of,.a

tutorial less6n.
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Ten third- graders were used as stimulus persons. Each'child was

secretly video-taped while he o'r she listened to'two fout-and-a-half minute

. lessons, one of twhirch was very difficult and the other very easy. (Order

of presentption of the lessons was counterbalanced.) Following presentation

of the Lessons, the stimulus persons Were asktd to rate the difficulty of
A

the material, and they rated...the easy lesson as being significantly easier

.
.

than the difficult dessori.

A 30-second segment Om each of the ten stimnlus persons' nonverbal

if .
.

responsJ to-both the easy 'and th'e difficult lessons wps edited from the
.

. .

origalal vi deo-tape onto a new tape in a partially randomized order, giving
-,

.

.

g

% us a total of 20 samples (10\ easy and 10 hard). These samples then were shown
,

I

asked
.

t ''
4 to groups of untrained obseriers, who,we sked o rate each Stimulus person

. 1

in a segment on a 6.Lpoint, 14ert-type scale which adked "ffw much did the

student uAderstanti about the lesson "? The six points: on each Scald were

1.

\
,

'* 1

labelled:,, "undeistood everything," "understood veryimdcb," "understood
X

a lot," "understood some," 'understood a littlesbi t "did not under- .

.

stand at all." We used three different age.groups tO,rate the subjects:

college students, sixth graders, and third graders. 1

The analysis of our data was complicated(we initially used a 6-way

analysis of variance mixed design), but happily our resatewerequite

clear. There was amain effect for the. type of lesson to which stimulus

persons were listeningy the mean rating, forlthe easy lesson stimuli lits

3.12 versus 2.76 for the difficult stimuli. Interestingly, the sex

,

of the stimulus persons also led to differential ratings, with female

stimulus persons being seen as understanding significantly more than male

stimulus personp.
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The most-intriguing finding was a Significant interaction betwe4 age

I
.

I

. ' .1.

of subject and lesson' difficulty, indicating differential accuracy among.
,1

s.

.

% 4 ',. \'...- .
, .

ages in determining the type of letsOn to which the stimulus persons Were ___.

.. \ .

. . .

s listening. Examination of the means showed that the third-and sixtilzgrarars
4' 4

were imore accurate in their ratings than the,adulta. In fact, analySie df

/ .

the' ratings within each age group showed. that only..the third- and sixth-

,
t

graders- successfully discerned the understanding of the stimulus persons.

Our results reveal at least two iwpo tent findinga Vir4t, it

r

. . .

..
.

.

appears that children encode.nonveibally the degree'of'comprehenkon they
/

.
.

. .
.

Seconds
.. 1

hold for material that is being presented po them. Seconds their nonverbal

.
, .

. /

behavior' can be decoded, at' least' by other children (if not Saults). I

.
_

might point out that, the findinga: relatea to adult deficits in decoding

4 "
ability clearly show the potential superiorityof, youthful tutors over

adult teachers, since adults, aL, least in our study; seem to be missing an

=

importantteaching skill which the' children held.
N

.
6

Conclusions .
.. . * ,

. 1 ./ ,

.

I hope that this brief review of some of the stud'i.,es I have carried our,,_ -

.

,

. .

on nonverbal behavior has made clear_a point emphasized originally and

.
.

) that I would like'

.

to reiterate now: It appears that n^nverbal behavior is an t

important factor in the tutoring situation and must be .onsidered when

"examining tutoring interactions.--It would seem incumbent upon developers

of tutoring prograL and ''packages to take into accounts the operation of '

nonverbal factors when promulgating broad' prescriptions for particular be- it

: havioral sequendesf- For if children are made to follow a set pattetn of

steps in tutoring, the tutor's actual feelings may be revealed by his* non-,

verbal behavior, fnd the tutee may receive.contradictory.verbal and non-
.

..
'

-verbal messages.

.
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%. 1

.
.

/

It is also.clear, I think, that research on-tutoring ought to focus

I on the interaction that occurs between the tuts and tutee. We gain an.
.

. .

!
insufficient-- and pdrhlapa.misle4ding -- understanding of the, tutoring

.7

. -

process by examining solely the tutor or the tutee. It is imperative thatexamining
. .

.

We look at bbth halves of the dyad and to determine how the tutor's

. .

behavior affects the tutee, and vice versa: It'is overly simplistic to

view the tutoring process as just the tutor influencing and affecting the A
, 0 .

.
.

tutee.

From a methodological point,of view, I think the atudy'of nonverbal

behavior in t Eoring situations demands the use off ,Both encoding- and- decoding

experimental aradigms. To understand completely the interaction between

--,

tutor and,tatee, one must knOw not o nly that a participant in the situation,

, is nosrerbally encoding in a'particular manner, but aischow his dyadic

partner is decoding the message.
-eIt is also useful to employ two techniques

°for identifying nonverbal behavior: objdttive coding by trained coders, and

-subjective'ratings by untrained naive.pbserArs. The first method allows

identification of the speCific behaviors hat are occurring, while the

second technique allows determination of the connotative meaning of nonverbal

behavior.
-.

1.1 Another,point that I s6uld like to Make is a 'cautionary note. We
\ 1

.should not hastily-generalite ourlindings in thenonverbal domain to
----., I

different populations of subjects. For indtance,results repbrted here

suggest that children and,a4ults encode d ffdrentialli:---Henefindings

14

which have4pplicability to children may not generalize to adults. rther-
.

rtldre; it ,appears that the .nature of the particular task on which the tutor

ant tutee are working has a definiie_kfect on.the types of nonverbal

7,
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behaviOsthat ape encoded. All this suggests that relationships belween

nonverbal, behavior ana an individual's internal affective or emotional

state which are stated in invariant
4

one-to-one terms are subject to

disconfirmation..- The nature of the situation must betaken Into consider-

.

I
4

','
.

.
.0.

ation when hYpothesiAng about nonverbal behavior.
/

.

Finally, I would like to suggest that nonverbal behavior may be an\
.

/-

el 1
!

importan var able in educational settings other than the tutoring

situation. Many of the findings-reported here ,have implications for the

classroom, and further research seems warrented. It-appears that'we are just

s,

heginfi'ing to.rnalize the profoured-impact of -nonverbal behavior on social

interaction; andi the field promises to be an. exciting one, both from a,

theoretical and applied point of view.

I .1

sa
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